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The problem of scattering of surface waves obliquely incident on a submerged fixed vertical plate
is solved approximately for a small angle of incidence b:v reducing it to the solution of an integral
equation. The correction to the reflection and transmisl,ion coefficients over their normal
incidence values for a small angle of incidence are obtai ned. For different values of the incident
angle these coefficients are evaluated numerically, takin,g particular values of the wave number
a.nd the depth of the plate, and represented graphically.
PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 47.35.

+ i, 02.30.Rz

1. INTRODUCTION
l

2

Dean and Ursell first considered the problems of scattering of surface waves normally incident on submerged and
partially immersed fixed vertical plane barriers in deep water. These problems are subsequently studied by Williams 3 ,
Goswami4 , :and others by employing different mathematical
techniques, e.g., reduction method, integral equation method, etc. The problem of scattering of surface waves normally
incident on a submerged fixed vertical plate in water of finite
depth was considered by Goswami, 5 the deep water case being earlier considered by Evans. 6
The sc !lttering of surface waves obliquely incident on a
partially im mersed or completely submerged vertical barrier
in deep water was studied by Faulkner/' s Jarvis and Taylor, 9
Evans and Morris. 10 In the present paper the problem of
scattering of surface waves obliquely incident on a submerged fixed vertical plate in deep water is solved by reducing it to the: solution of an integral equation involving the
unknown difference of velocity potentials across the plate by
a simple use of Green's integral theorem in the fluid medium.
The kernel of this integral equation is expanded in a series
involving di fferent orders of the sine of the angle of incidence
which is assumed to be small. This expansion of the kernel
suggests th\~:
corresponding form of the expansion of the unknown function in the integral equation and this is then used
to solve the integral equation approximately. A somewhat
similar typ\~
of technique of solving the integral equation
approximately was successfully used by Goswami 5 ,II,I2 and
MandaI and Goswami.1 3
2. STATENIENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider the scattering of surface waves by a submerged fixed vertical plate in deep water and use a coordinate system in which they axis is taken to be vertically downwards, the mean-free surface is the plane y = 0, and the
positionoftheplateisgivenbyx=O,a<y<b, - 00 <z< 00.
Assuming tlhe fluid to be inviscid and incompressible and the
motion to b ,e irrotational and simple harmonic in time with
1780
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circ ular frequency a and small amplitude, a velocity potential \exists and it may be taken to be the real part of X (x, y,z)
e - ic ,( satisfying the equations
V2X = 0, in the fluid region,
-aX
t=1y

+ KX =

~\r.

= 0,

0, on y = 0,

on x

= 0,

a <y < b,

a, "

where K = ~/g.
A vvave represented by Xo = exp( - Ky + ipx + ivz),
where p = K cos a, v = K sin a is assumed to be incident at
an angle a to the normal ofthe plate from negative infinity.
Such a wave will be partially reflected and transmited by the
plate, and in view of the geometry of the plate it is reasonable
to assume X (x, y,z) = tP (x, y)e iVZ • Then tP must satisfy
(2.1)

-atP + KtP=O,
ay
atP
=0,

ax

x=o,

y=o,
a<y<b,

(2.2)
(2.3)

and it and its derivatives are continuous everywhere except
x = 0, a <y < b. We also require that tP and
possibly acros~;
its first derivatives are bounded everywhere away from the
lines x = 0, y = a and x = 0, y = b and that near these lines
[X2 + (y _ a)2J 1/2 grad tP and [x 2 + tv - b )2J 1/2 grad tP,
respectively, are bounded. This is caUed the edge condition.
Finally we assume that as Ix 1-+ 00, tP lx, y) has the asymptotic forms

tP (x, y) - exp(ipx - Ky) + R exp( - ipx - Ky) (x-+ - (0),
tP (x, y) - T exp(i,LLX - Ky)
(x-+ + (0),
(2.4)
where Rand T ar,e the (complex) reflection and transmission
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coefficients, respectively. Let us write <P (x, y) = CPo(x, y)
iVZ
+ cp(x, y), where CPo(x, y) = exp( - Ky + iJlx) and cp(x, y)e
is the scattered velocity potential. cp(x, y) also satisfies (2.1),
(2.2), and the edge conditions stated above, and by the conditions (2.4) cp(x, y) represents an outgoing wave at infinity.

G (x, y;S-,7]) =Ko(vp)-Ko(vp*) +i
+ 2

f

oo

v

/1TK21/2 exp!-K(y+ 7])+i(K 2 -y) 1I2 Ix-s-ll

(K -v-)

(k2 - y)1I2 COS[(k2 - y)I/2(y + 7])] -Ksin[(k 2 - y)I/2(y + 7])]
2
2 _2
exp! - k
K +k - v

21Tcp(S-,7])

aG
fly) ax (O,y;S-,7])dy,

L

=

Ix -

S- I1dk, (3.1)

r--------------------------------------

wherep2,p*2 = (x - S-)2 + (Y+7]f
Now applying Green's theorem to cp(x, y) and
G (x, y;S-,7]) in the fluid region we obtain

(6

3. REDUCTION TO AN INTEGRAL EQUATION
Following Levine,14 the generalized Green's function
satlisfying (2.1), (2.2), and G, grad G being bounded at a large
dist ance, and G representing an outgoing wave at infinity,
may be obtained as

f( y) = e - Ky

so that

f

(3.8)

eKU¢(u)du.

Then ¢( y) may be expanded as

¢( ~l)

(3.2)

=

+ €l¢I( y) + 0

¢o( y)

(3.9)

(€4 In €,€4).

Now int egrating both sides of(3.6) with respect to 7], we have

where

f( y)=cp(

+ 0, y) -

Ao + i2':7.~

cp ( - 0, y).

- KT/ =

By (2.3) and (3.2), we have

- i21TK cos ae-KT/

=

a2G
fly) - - (O,y;O,7])dy,
as-ax

1

6

Writing € = sin a and followir. g MandaI and Goswami \3 we
can obtain

i

2

a

K 2€lGO(0, y;o,7])

+ 0 (€41n €,€4),
(3.4)

y -7]
-In -I
Iy+7]
-2 (00 Ksink(p+7])-kcosk(Y+7])dk
K2 + k 2
+i21Texp!-K(Y+7])},

Jo

and Go(x, y;S-,7]) is the expression (3.1) when a = 0. From the
expansion (3.4) it is reasonable to .expandf(y) in the following form:

f( y) = fo( y)

+ €lfl(Y) + 0

(€4 In €,€4).

(3.5)

By (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), and by noting the coefficients of
terms involving a different order of €, we obtain

- i21TKe - K'T/ =
and

i1TKe- K'T/ =

Lr fo( y)Go(O, y;O,7])dy,

d 22
d7]

d7]

i

a < 7] < b,
(3.6)

b

2

-d
-2

f
f

¢(u)e KU du

=

a<y<b,

(3.11)

0,

and therefore,

¢o(u)e Ku , iu = 0,

f ¢1(U)~

du = 0, etc.,

(3.12)

so that d ~ may be obtained from
6

i
a

(d ~ - U2)~
du
2
2
(u _ a )1/: l(b 2 _ U2)1/2 = 0.

(3.13)

By (3.6) and (3.8), w. e obtain

f

1
00

¢o(y) [2

sink, y(K S;2k:

~2k

cos k7]) k dk

- i1TK exp! - K -(y + 7])J ] dy = i21Te- KT/,
a <7] <b.

(3.14)

Now by (3.11) and (3.1· l), we obtain

a

2

,

¢o\ y)

Do=

fl(y)Go(O,y;O,7])dy

K2lb fo(y)Go(O,y;O,7])dy,

- -

a < 7] < b,

where Do( = -- KAo/1T),d ~ are constants to be determined.
Sincef(b) = 0. , by (3.8)

where

=

fo( y)Go(O, y;O,7])dy,

a

Do(d~
_ y2)
¢o(Y)= (l_a 2)1/2(b 2 _y2)1/2'

a <y, 7] < b,

Go(O,y;O,17)

d7]

2ydy
(3.10)
2
2 = KAo·
a
Y -7]
The singulal' integral equation (3.10) is a Cauchy-type one
and followin g Mikhlin,15

o
G (0 ,y,.0,7] ) -- azG
as-ax
a7]2 (0 ,y,'0 ,7] )

2

6

and by (3. 6) and (3.6a), we obtain
(3.3)

a<7J<b.

~

i

(3.6a)
,6

a

-

~

2i
-,
Po - go - ire'

(3.15)

where

a

a<7]<b.

(3.7)

Let us now define a function tP( y) by

¢(y) = Kf(y) +f'(y)
1781
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and

i

ro =

0·9996843

(d ~ - u2 )e - Ku du
-,,;-.:..--....:----(U 2 _ a 2)1/2(b 2 _ U2)1/2 .

b

a

0.9682~-O':"

Similarly from (3.7) and (3.11), we obtain
K2DO(di _ y4)
tPI( y) = 4( y2 _ a2)1/2(b 2 _ y2)1/2

+ i(PI x-~

ql - ir l

+ ~:a

0·9992723

(1 -Ka))
0·9992623

K2D~(d

_ y2)
2
8( y2 _ a )1/2(b 2 _ y2)1/2'
a<y<b,

where

0·03854

(3.16)

ocl

0'9992523

'-'

0·9992423
0'03814

and
Kb'~5
0.923<='-_~

FIG.

o

__ J._~-'=

~
.... 0.02514

5
10
15
c(,ANGLE OF INCIDENCE(deg)

l.ITI and IR I againsta(deg).

4. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COE,rFFICIENTS
As 5- - 00 and + 00, respectively, we have by (3.2)
and (3.8) the complex reflection and transmi~
lsion coefficients Rand T as

i
+- i
b

R = - -1
2

tP(y)e-KYdy,

a

(4.1)

b

T= 1

tP( y)e - Ky dy,
1
2 a
so that T = 1 - R and hence
To= l-Ro, Tl = -R I, etc.,
where

R = Ro + cR I

+ 0(£4 In £,£4),
(4.2)

T= To

+ cTI + O(~

In £,£4).

Now by (4.1), (4.2), (3.11), (3.15), and ( 3.16), we have

Ro= -~or,
(4.3)

RI = -

i-hK2D~(roPI

+ ....3.-.
(1 K3

- ql) -. rl(po - qo)

Ka)roe Ka ),

etc.

5. DISCUSSION
The reflection and transmiss ion coefficients obtained
here are valid for all angles of inc idence (0° c;;;;a < 90°) of the
surface wave and for all wavelen gths other than short ones.
We have calculated these coeffic; tents numerically for differ1782
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ent values of a in the range 0° C;;;;a C;;;; 15° thus enabling us to
retain only up to two terms in the different analytical approximations. However, by taking an appropriate number of
terms in these approximations, these coefficients can be calculated for values of a beyond 15°.
Thus the integral equat.ion method is found to be simple
and straightforward and gives equally good results in all the
cases of partially immersed as well as submerged fixed vertical barrier and plate in case of oblique incidence of a surface
wave train. In contrast to this, Evans and Morris lO found by
using the method of variational principle that the results are
not so good in the case of ~lUbmergd
fixed vertical barrier in
comparison to those foun.d in the case of a partially immersed fixed vertical barrier.
It should be noted that IRol, ITol give the corresponding
results for a normally incident wave train and are in complete agreement with thoBe obtained earlier by Evans. 6 Taking Kb = 2Ka = 0.8 and Kb = 2Ka = 1.0, respectively, IR I
and IT I are calculated fora = 0', 2S, 5°, 7S, 10°, 12S, and
IS', and plotted in Fig. 1.
It appears from the: figure that for fixed Ka (and hence,
Kb ), transmission coeffitcient increases and reflection coefficient decreases with a, which is similar to the situation arising in the case of a partilally immersed barrier (cf. Evans and
Morris,1O MandaI and Goswami 13).
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